Abstract. We prove that a 'positive probability' subset of the boundary of '{uniformly expanding circle transformations}' consists of Kupka-Smale maps. More precisely, we construct an open class of two-parameter families of circle maps (f a,θ ) a,θ such that, for a positive Lebesgue measure subset of values of a, the family (f a,θ ) θ crosses the boundary of the uniformly expanding domain at a map for which all periodic points are hyperbolic (expanding) and no critical point is pre-periodic. Furthermore, these maps admit an absolutely continuous invariant measure. We also provide information about the geometry of the boundary of the set of hyperbolic maps.
Introduction
We begin by formulating the fundamental problem motivating this work and stating our main results.
Non-periodic bifurcation.
A great deal of understanding of those dynamical systems lying beyond the hyperbolic (Axiom A [26] ) domain has been achieved through the following strategy. One considers parametrized families ( θ ) θ∈ [−1,1] of systems (diffeomorphisms or flows) such that θ is hyperbolic for initial θ = −1, but crosses the boundary of hyperbolic systems at some parameter, say θ = 0. Then one tries to understand the typical behavior of θ , for small θ > 0.
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This problem is probably not realistic without some further assumptions about the dynamics at θ = 0. In a series of papers that appeared in the 1970s and the early 1980s, Newhouse, Palis and Takens were able to develop a detailed theory of the case when the limit set (forward and backward accumulation points of all orbits) of 0 is finite; see [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this case, for a generic (Baire second category) set of arcs of diffeomorphisms, the first bifurcation corresponds to one of the following two situations. (NH) There exists a unique periodic orbit that is non-hyperbolic, and it is either a saddlenode (one eigenvalue equal to 1), a period-doubling (one eigenvalue equal to −1), or a Hopf orbit (two complex conjugate eigenvalues with norm 1). (NT) All the periodic orbits are hyperbolic, but there exists a unique non-transverse intersection between some stable and some unstable manifold of periodic orbits; this intersection is quasi-transverse (codimension 1). These two bifurcation mechanisms (NH) and (NT) may be responsible for drastic changes of the global dynamics, which have been extensively studied by many authors, for both finite and infinite limit set. See [5, 6, 14, 20-24, 27], among many other works. See also [9, 10] for related results about certain classes of maps arising from vector fields. Moreover, Newhouse and Palis [17] conjectured that the first bifurcation of generic families starting from a Morse-Smale system (i.e. with no assumption on the limit set at the bifurcation parameter) is either (NH) or (NT). However, to the best of our knowledge there has been no progress in the direction of this conjecture.
In fact, our results in this work provide a negative answer to a natural probabilistic reformulation of the conjecture for one-dimensional maps. That is, we prove that there exist large (in a measure theoretical sense) subsets of the boundary of the hyperbolic domain constituted by maps whose periodic orbits are all hyperbolic and whose critical points are not pre-periodic. Let us point out that pre-periodic critical points play the role of homoclinic tangencies in the context of one-dimensional maps. The reason hyperbolicity breaks down for our maps is the presence of some non-periodic cubic critical point (see §1.4).
More precisely, our main result is the following. In other words, a 'positive probability' subset of the boundary of hyperbolic systems consists of Kupka-Smale maps. In fact, in this setting the Lyapunov exponents at periodic points are uniformly bounded away from zero (see §7).
An interesting related question is whether f a,θ * belongs to the boundary of some connected component of the uniformly hyperbolic domains: while this does not follow immediately from our arguments, numerical evidence suggests that this is probably the case. Indeed, it seems that there are continuous curves in parameter space starting at f a,θ *
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for each a ∈ A, and otherwise consisting of uniformly expanding maps. A stronger statement would be that f a,θ is uniformly expanding for every θ < θ * close to θ * , but computer evidence does not seem to support this. For dimension two, Sabini, in [25] , exhibits dissipative diffeomorphisms with nonperiodic bifurcation: all periodic orbits are hyperbolic, their stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversally, but there is a large (in a measure theoretical sense) set of diffeomorphisms with cubic tangencies between stable and unstable manifolds, one of them associated to a non-periodic orbit. The one-dimensional setting we treat here, and which was not covered previously, is particularly interesting because it displays many features in a more transparent way, besides allowing for sharper arguments and conclusions. In fact, the methods we develop here lead to an improved version of the results in [25] , which will appear in a joint paper by the present three authors.
Absolutely continuous invariant measures.
Having proved abundance of nonperiodic bifurcations, in Theorem A, one would like to say more about these systems, namely, one would like to describe their dynamics at (and, at a second stage, beyond) the bifurcation.
Our next result is a contribution in this direction: we prove that the maps f a,θ * have well-defined asymptotics at the statistical level. More precisely, we have the following result. This statement should be related to the remarkable work of Jakobson [8] , where he showed that the quadratic family has an absolutely continuous invariant measure for a positive measure set of parameters; see also [2, 4] . More recently, Lyubich [12] and Avila and Moreira [1] have shown that, for generic families of unimodal maps, for almost every parameter either there exists an absolutely continuous invariant measure or the map is hyperbolic (the critical point is in the basin of a periodic attractor). Moreover, the second alternative corresponds to an open and dense set of parameters, by Lyubich [11] and Graczyk and Swiatek [7] . Motivated by these results, we propose two problems. Problem 2. Has (NH) ∪ (NT) ∪ {maps with a unique critical (cubic) point} full probability in the boundary?
THEOREM B. For every family (f a,θ ) a,θ ∈ U with a ∈
1.3.
On the boundary of hyperbolic maps. Given a two-parameter family (f a,θ ) a,θ ∈ U we can induce a set U of one-parameter families (f a,θ ) θ . A large set of families in U cross the boundary of hyperbolic maps at θ = θ * , namely families (f a,θ ) θ with a in A. On the other hand we can find several families in U which leave the set of hyperbolic maps strictly before θ * , i.e. before the critical point is created, as stated in the next theorem.
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V. Horita In fact, we prove that each f a k ,θ has a periodic hyperbolic attracting point for somẽ θ(a k ) < θ * . Since these points are robust we have an open set of parameters presenting this phenomenon inside our family. The fact that f a k ,−1 is uniformly expanding permits us to conclude that f a k ,θ cross the boundary of the set of expanding maps for some θ(a k ) <θ(a k ) < θ * .
Our results suggest a mental picture of the shape of a piece of the border of hyperbolic maps which is reinforced by computational simulations as in Figure 1 . It concerns to Arnold-like family of circle maps f a,θ (x) = kx + a + θ sin 2πx mod 1, with k = 2, −2 ≤ a ≤ 2 and −0.1 ≤ θ ≤ 1.4. The parameters a and θ are in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. The dark region corresponds to positive Lyapunov exponent and the light region to negative Lyapunov exponent.
Cubic critical bifurcation.
Let us describe an example of an open set where our theorems hold. We say a C r -map ϕ : S 1 → S 1 has a cubic critical point at x = a if ϕ (a) = 0, ϕ (a) = 0 and ϕ (a) = 0. Let ϕ θ : S 1 → S 1 be a one-parameter family of C r -maps, r ≥ 1. We say that ϕ θ unfolds generically a cubic criticality at (x, θ ) = (a, θ * ) if:
• ϕ θ (x) = 0 for every θ < θ * and x ∈ S 1 ; • ϕ θ * has a cubic critical point at x = a which is its unique critical point; • ∂ θ ϕ θ (a) = 0. The parameter θ can be thought of as the angle between the graph of ϕ θ and the horizontal direction.
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Roughly, to construct an open set U satisfying our theorems, we construct a (central) family (fā ,θ ) θ unfolding a generic cubic criticality. The set U will be a C r -open neighborhood of (f a,θ ) a,θ . Observe that the existence of a cubic critical point is a robust phenomenon in this context: any family (f a,θ ) θ in U unfolds generically a cubic criticality. Let us give precise statements.
Let f : S 1 → S 1 be an orientation preserving expanding C r -map, r ≥ 3, that has a fixed point p with a distinct pre-imageā.
We consider a two-parameter C r -familyf a,θ : According to (H 1 ) all families (f a,θ ) θ start inside the set of uniformly expanding maps. When θ increases the family unfolds generically a cubic criticality. Observe that for each parameter a the point x = a is the critical point forf a,θ * , and during all this processf a,θ is expanding outside the neighborhood I 0 ofā; see (H 2 ) and (H 3 ). Finally, (H 4 ) essentially deals with a technical hypothesis and localizes the problem of loss of expansiveness inside I a . The hypothesis on the magnitude of the derivative of f in its fixed point p is included just to permit explicit (numerical) bounds in some results.
The reason to make the deformation in a neighborhood of a pre-image of a fixed point of f is that the lack of expansion of the derivative when θ increases to θ * can be compensated with the uniform expansiveness close to the fixed point off a,θ where the map is uniformly expanding: the more the orbit gets close to the critical point the more it remains close to the fixed point in the next iterates. Clearly, the deformation could be done close to any higher order pre-image of the fixed point of f .
Our results apply to every family (f a,θ ) a,θ in a small C r -neighborhood U of (f a,θ ) a,θ . As said before, each family (f a,θ ) θ unfolds generically a cubic criticality, at say (x, θ ) = (â, θ * ). By reparametrization we can assume that a =â and take Then,f a,θ can be taken C r -close to f outside I 0 . (3) For every x ∈ I a , we definẽ
Then,f a,θ unfolds a generic cubic criticality at (0, a). Let k = 2 and a = 0. Then, 0 is a fixed point and 1/2 is a distinct pre-image of 0 for all θ . Moreover,f a,θ is uniformly expanding for θ = 0 and (f 0,θ ) θ unfolds a cubic critical point at (x, θ * ) = (1/2, 1/π). By the reparametrization a = a + 1/2 the critical point is x = a , for θ = 1/π, satisfying (H 3 ). Therefore, for every a sufficiently small (or after reparametrization, close to 1/2) (f a,θ ) θ unfolds a critical cubic point at some (x, θ * (a)).
Up to a reparametrization of the domain of the family, we get uniform expansiveness outside a small interval centered on 1/2. 
where a and θ belong to a neighborhood of 0. For every k ≥ 1, x = 0 is a pre-image of the fixed point 1 and (f a,θ ) θ unfolds a critical cubic point at (0, 0). Indeed, this example is a C ∞ -map defined on the circle, except on a single point, and clearly does not satisfy our hypothesis. However, this family can be made smooth and satisfying the hypothesis just by a small modification near that point, and by reparametrization of the domain this family may satisfy (H 1 )-(H 4 ).
1.6.
Ideas of the proof of Theorem A. Next, we give an idea why the proof works. We follow classical methods based on the ideas of Benedicks and Carleson [2, 3, 13] . Note that, for θ < 0, the map f a,θ (x) has non-zero derivative for every x in S 1 ; furthermore the unique critical point of f a,0 occurs for x = a. This motivates calling x = a the critical point of f a,θ . We want to prove hyperbolicity (i.e. expansion) along the critical orbit, that is, the orbit of a.
For every a and every θ ≤ 0 we consider the depth and frequency of returns of the critical orbit. The arguments yield a positive measure set θ of a-parameters for which f a,θ is uniformly expanding (hyperbolic) if θ < 0 and non-uniformly expanding if θ = 0. The measure of θ is uniform on θ and so we get a positive Lebesgue measure subset A constituted by limit points of the sets θ as θ goes to zero. Therefore, in this sense, the set of maps f a,θ such that a belongs to A is a large subset of the boundary of the hyperbolic maps. Now we recall the basic concepts and issues in [2] that we need to deal with. See also [15] for a careful detailed presentation of these ideas.
First of all, let ξ n (a) = f n a,θ (a) stand for the critical orbit. We need to estimate the expansion along this orbit-later we shall see that, in this context, expansion for it implies uniform hyperbolicity of f a,θ .
For fixed δ > 0 small, we say that a positive integer n is a return time for f a,θ if |ξ n (a) − ξ 0 (a)| < δ. In this case, as we make precise later, during a certain amount of time called a bound period the iterates ξ n+1 (a), ξ n+2 (a), . . . follow closely the critical orbit (see §3). An induction argument can be applied to transport the expansion of f a,θ from ξ j (a) to ξ n+j (a) in order to recover the possible loss of expansion due to the approximation to the critical point at time n.
After a bound period and before the next return situation there is a period of time called a free period. The total amount of free periods before n is denoted by F n (a).
We remark that if ξ n (a) becomes too close to ξ 0 (a) then a large bound period may be required and the induction can fail to work. Furthermore, the bound period is intended merely to recover the loss of expansion at time n and so the final expansion is primarily obtained by the total amount F n (a) of free time. This gives us an idea why the two assumptions below are required for our purpose of induction.
(BA) n A recurrence control: the returns are not too close to the critical point.
(FA) n A statistical restriction: a bound of the total amount of time required to recover the loss of derivative at this time and all past times. At each time n we force the (BA) n and (FA) n assumptions above to be satisfied by, if necessary, excluding parameters a. The remaining set is denoted by θ,n and the intersection of all such sets is θ .
Exponential growth of derivatives along the critical orbit for those parameters in θ will be a consequence of the controls inductively imposed.
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In what follows we will be working with a fixed θ ≤ 0 and so we will write f a (x) and ξ n (a, x) instead of f a,θ (x) and f n a,θ (x) whenever possible. Since f a is C 1 and from the compactness of S 1 we have |∂ a f a | ≤ B 1 for some constant B 1 > 0.
Assume that: (i) for each x ∈ S 1 and each positive integer n there exists a positive number
(ii) for some positive integerN,
Proof. By the chain rule we have
and
Thus,
Therefore,
Using (i) and ξ 1 (a, x) = f a (x), we can write
By recurrence and assumption (ii), for every n >N , we have
Therefore, 
where the sum is in the circle S 1 , and
Moreover, from (H 4 ), there exists σ 0 > 1 such that, for every f a,θ close tof a,θ ,
whenever |a −ā| ≤ η and −δ 2 < θ ≤ 0.
Proof. Since outside I a the derivatives are uniformly expanding we can assume x ∈ I a . Let p a = p a,θ the continuation of the fixed point p.
By choosing η small we get f a (I a 
Since f a (x) is close to p a , during a certain amount of time the orbit of x remains in J . We can suppose f a (x) = p a , otherwise the result is trivial. If k 0 is the first iterate of x that escapes from J we must have
At this moment we have
In order to estimate the term σ k 0 m we observe from (4) that
The derivative on the right-hand side of (5) can be estimated, using (2), as
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Therefore, replacing (6) and (7) in (5), we have
First, we estimate
Since f a is close tof a and taking η sufficiently small, then (recall thatfā(ā) = p) we have
From (1), (9) and (10) and assuming |x − a| > δ and δ 2 > −θ , we get
From this latter estimate, (8) and (4), we get
Since we can suppose A 3 1 (independent of |J |), then we get
The last two inequalities use k 0 ≥ 7 and σ M ≥ 3/2; recall by (H 4 ) we are assuming f (p) ≥ 7/4. Note that we can choose the neighborhood J of p in such a way that f k 0 +1 (x) ∈ I a . To finish the proof we observe that for all 0 ≤ j < k such that f j a (x) belongs to I a we can use the same arguments as before since due to hypothesis (b) we know that j + k 0 < k. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.
2 Remark 2.4. Without assuming (b) in the preceding lemma we can easily obtain an estimate for the expanding behavior of f a like
Remark 2.5. The inductive method we use to prove Theorem A uses repeatedly an idea present in the preceding lemma: orbits {f n a (a)} n spend an arbitrarily large amount N of time near the fixed point of f a provided we consider parameters a very close toā.
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The bound period
Let (a, θ ) be fixed and consider the orbits of f a,θ . Whenever an iterate of x gets close to a, we have some loss on the expansion of the derivative. On the other hand, by continuity, during some few iterates the orbits of x and a will remain close. Taking into account this basic fact and assuming as an inductive hypothesis that the orbit of a is expanding (at least during these iterates) we may end up with the trajectory of x recovering its eventual loss on the expansion of its derivative.
In order to present more details about this approach, we are going to introduce some terminology.
Fix δ = e −( +1) , for some ∈ N, in such a way that all the results in the previous sections concerning δ are satisfied.
Given a trajectory f n a,θ (x), we can split it using the following rough approach.
• Return times. Those iterates when f n a,θ (x) gets close to a. More precisely, we state that n is a return time for the orbit of x if we have |f n a,θ (x) − a| < δ.
• Bound period. The piece of orbit of x that remains close to the orbit of a. This is accomplished by fixing β small and defining
The bound period associated to the return n of x is the set of times n + 1,
Free period. Those iterates after a return and its corresponding bound period and before the next return time. We point out that it is possible to have |f n a,θ (x) − a| < δ for iterates n classified above as part of a bound period of a previous return. We say that n corresponds to a bound return and they can be securely ignored as a consequence of the estimates for the bound period present in Proposition 3.1.
Note that we have presented these notions for a single orbit. On the other hand, we will need to consider groups of orbits which behave similarly during a certain amount of time and this yields the idea of partitioning the phase space around a critical point in order to achieve this control. We introduce now a model of this type of partitioning which will be slightly reviewed when we consider joint dynamics of an interval of parameters, in the next section.
Let a be a parameter under consideration. We can think of a also as a point in the phase space and define a partition of a neighborhood of a by disjoint intervals I m given by
We extend this definition to negative indices by imposing that I −m and I m be symmetrical with respect to a. Additionally we write
For this partition we write (whenever it makes sense)
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As a refinement of this procedure, we divide each interval I m into m 2 subintervals of equal length which will be denoted by I m,k , k = 1, . . . , m 2 . After all this we have
For technical issues we join to that collection of intervals these two additional ones:
where τ = |e −( −1) − e − |/( − 1) 2 . Again, taking into account this refinement, we reserve the plus sign (+) to indicate, e.g., by I + m,k , the union of an interval with its two adjacent ones. At this point let us extend the previous definition of bound period by writing
Note that for some points in U + m we can end up with a shorter bound period than before. Since we need to recover completely the loss of derivatives at return times, we would like to state that this modification does not affect the essential properties of the bound period (see the next proposition).
At this point we need to make precise the notions of recurrence control and exponential growth introduced in §1.6. We fix α < β, say α = β/10, and for j ∈ N we state these assumptions as 
Case 1. If a i ∈ I a then we have f a,θ (a i ) ≥ σ 0 > 1, recall (3), and since i ≤ j ≤ p, we get, for some constant K > 0, 
Since i ≤ n we have that a satisfies (BA) i for all such i. From i ≤ p and from Remark 2.2, we get
Note that for i sufficiently large the term above is less than 1 (β = 10α). Hence, from (12), we have
Therefore from (13) and (14) it follows that there is a constant C 1 > 0 such that
In order to conclude the proof of part (a), we have to verify that p < n. This is a consequence of the next item. 
From the fact that a satisfies (EG) j we get
and so, by part (a), we can conclude that
On the other hand, from the local form (1), we have
From (15) and (16) we have
Then, log(C −1
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Thus, as C
In
Let x be an arbitrary point of I + m . Then, by part (a),
The fact that |f
From the local form (2), we have
For θ = 0, we have
By continuity of f a,θ and by reducing θ 0 if necessary, we have, for every negative θ close to 0,
Finally, it follows from (18), (19) and part (b) that
The induction process
Since we follow classical techniques we just outline the proof when it is analogous to the quadratic case. Emphasis is put on those steps where we deal with the specific cubic setting.
In all that follows, we consider θ ≤ 0 fixed and so let us write f a = f a,θ .
Recall that we have an initial interval of parameters 0 = θ,0 = [ā − η,ā + η] (where η satisfies Propositions 2.3 and 3.1) from which we want to extract a positive 474
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Lebesgue measure subset of parameters satisfying the conclusions of Theorem A. In order to obtain such a subset we make some inductive parameter exclusions. For this reason we have to consider the dynamics of an interval of parameters instead of a single parameter. Thus, we have to get similar results of previous sections for whole intervals of parameters.
We construct a sequence of partitions (P n ) n , where each partition P n = P θ,n is a collection of intervals ω. First of all, we put P 0 = {ω}, with ω = 0 . Now suppose that P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P n−1 are defined and let us describe how to refine P n−1 in order to construct P n . For future references we write
Given ω = [ω − , ω + ] ∈ P n−1 , we define a partition of the neighborhood of radius δ of ω in exactly the same way as we did before for a single parameter a (see §3, especially (11)). For example, we write,
Following the referred section the meanings of I m,k (ω), I
+ m,k (ω) and so on should be clear. From now on, we omit ω from the notation whenever the context permits. In order to describe the construction of P n we have to discuss the fate of such an interval ω in P n−1 when we pass from time n − 1 to time n. The dynamics of ω will be given by At time n, if ξ n (ω) does not intersect U we put ω in P n ; otherwise we distinguish two cases. In the first one, if ξ n (ω) does not cover completely any I m,k we say that n is an inessential return time for ω with host interval Im ,k where ξ n (ω) ⊂ I + m,k . In the remaining case, we say that n is an essential return time for ω and we have a natural way of inducing a partition of it by considering those subintervals of ω whose iterates are intervals I m,k defined earlier. We write
where each ω m,k is an interval mapped by ξ n into I m,k . In the case where the extremal intervals of ω do not cover completely an interval I m,k we join them to its adjacent ones. After all this, each ω m,k is put in P n and assigned to the host interval I m,k . Finally, each subinterval ω of ω in the case of an essential return and ω itself in the case of an inessential one will be included in P n if, and only if, it satisfies a recurrence control and a statistical restriction to be explained in a little while.
We have already defined the concept of return times for intervals ω. The notion of bound period for ω with a host interval I m,k is defined by
The free periods are the complement of return times and bound periods.
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In order to avoid overload of notation let us keep denoting (BA) n the recurrence control and (FA) n the statistical restriction for an interval of parameters ω. Let us make these concepts precise: α) n, for all a ∈ ω, where F a (n) stands for the amount of free iterates up to time n. More precisely, each ω n ∈ P n has a sequence of ancestors,
with ω i ∈ P i and the concept of free iterates refers to the dynamics of these intervals.
Additionally, let us write (EG) n : |(f j a ) (a)| ≥ e cj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and for all a ∈ ω. Once we have established that (21) is in fact an appropriate definition of bound period for all parameters a in ω ∈ P n−1 (that is to say, the content of Proposition 3.1 remains valid when we think of ω instead of a single parameter a) then we can use the methods of Benedicks and Carleson in [2, 3, 13] . We suppose at time n − 1 that all ω in P n−1 satisfy (BA) n−1 , (FA) n−1 and (EG) n−1 then choose for P n only the subintervals ω of ω as in (20) satisfying (BA) n and (FA) n . From that argument, we have
Remark 4.1. It is important to stress now that the classical arguments guarantee that the exponential growth of the derivative until the time n − 1 supposed by inductive hypothesis can be extended to the time n by imposing the recurrence control and the statistical restriction. Hence, after pass n of our induction, whenever we refer to ω ∈ P k , with k ≤ n, this implies |(f This strategy yields a parameter set θ = n∈N n , whose associated maps are all expanding along its critical orbit. Moreover, after we have estimated the total measure of parameter intervals excluded we will be able to conclude that Leb( θ ) > 0. Now we have to prove an analog of Proposition 3.1 for p(ω, m) as given in (21) . A simple analysis shows us that items (a) and (b) remain valid but (c) must be reestablished. The trouble in this context refers to steps of the proof that deal with estimates for |U + m | (see (18) ). Note that, in this new setting,
Thus, it is necessary that |ω| be very small with respect to e −m in order that we can use the same arguments as before. That will be a consequence of the inductive construction (which enforces (BA) n and the next lemma).
LEMMA 4.2. If ω ∈ P n then | ω| ≤ C 3 e −cn for some constant C 3 > 0 and all n sufficiently large.
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Proof. We have, for some a ∈ ω,
Since we are taking a in ω ∈ P n , we know, from our inductive construction, that |(f j a ) (a)| ≥ e cj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. This enables us to use Lemma 2.1 to get
From the previous lemma and (22) we can state for all ω ∈ P n , n sufficiently large, that
and so the arguments in the proof of Proposition 3.1 which rely on the size of U + m can be reproduced in this new context.
In order to state that item (c) holds in this new setting we begin by noting that p(ω, m) = p(a, m) for some a ∈ ω. Therefore, writing p = p(ω, m), we have
We have to prove that a similar estimate still holds with another arbitrary parameter b in place of a. To accomplish this, we need to prove that derivatives during the bound period are comparable in space parameter. Let b ∈ ω be arbitrary. Then
We write x a,j = f 
We have |f b (y b,j )| ≥ 3A 3 |y b,j − b| 2 and
Moreover, from our definition of bound period, and since x, y ∈ I + m and a, b ∈ ω, we have |x a,j − y b,j | + |a − b| ≤C(e −βj + e −cn ) < 2Ce −βj , j = 1, . . . , p, for someC > 0. From these last two estimates we have Another piece of useful information about the dynamics of parameter intervals is a comparison between the sizes of its iterates in different moments. This is the content of the next lemma. LEMMA 4.5. Let ω ∈ P n and i < j ≤ n where |ξ n (ω)| < 1. Then, for some t ∈ ξ i (ω), we have 1
. . , p and every
Proof. We choose arbitrarily a, b ∈ ω and write a j = f j a (a) and
Since by induction hypothesis we have expansion up to n and ξ n (ω) does not cover S 1 then ξ i : ω → ξ i (ω) and ξ j : ω → ξ j (ω) are diffeomorphisms. Thus,
By the mean value theorem, there exists t between ξ(a) and ξ(b) such that
Since a, b ∈ ω are taken arbitrarily, the claim follows from Lemma 2.1.
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Parameter exclusions
In order to estimate the measure of the subset of excluded parameters we have to deal with the size of the iterates of the intervals we are following as well as the frequency for which these returns are well sized. This is accomplished by considering the components of intervals ω that are mapped to extremes of the critical region. More precisely, consider ω ∈ P n−1 and its associated partition {I m,k } m,k . Suppose that n is a return time for ω. If ω ⊂ ω has a host interval satisfying m = − 1 then we call n an escape time for all a ∈ ω and the interval ω itself will be referred to as an escape component.
The next lemma states that an escape component will return large. This implies that new escape components will be created with high probability. LEMMA 5.1. Let ω ∈ P n be an escape component and µ its next return time. Then, for some ρ > 0,
Proof. We can suppose |ξ n (ω)| < 1 since otherwise the claim is obvious.
Recall that + 1 = − log δ and note thatδ = ω + + δ orδ = ω − − δ belongs to ξ n (ω). In order to simplify our proof let us consider the first case since the other one is similar.
Let a ∈ P n be a parameter for which ξ n (a) =δ. Then, using the local form (1), we have
Let p a be the fixed point of f a which is the analytical continuation of p. From (10) we have
Since −θ ≤ δ 2 , for some constant C 0 > 0, we have
Therefore, taking
If we suppose that the next return µ occurs while
then ξ µ (ω) has an extremal point, f µ−n a (δ), far from the return region, and contains some point inside the return region. Otherwise,
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implies that
Moreover, by Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.5, we have
Since n is an escape time for ω, we have ξ n (ω) outside (a − δ, a + δ) and so, by Proposition 2.3, all orbits starting at ξ n (ω) expand uniformly from a return situation to the next one. Using Lemma 2.1 the same holds on parameter space. Thus,
By hypothesis, n is an escape time for ω. Then
Therefore from (23) and (24), there exists a constant ρ > 0 such that (recall e −( +1) = δ)
whereC is a positive constant. 2
The next lemma points toward an exponentially fast growth of the intervals of the partition P n . In fact, it provides the essential estimates that enable us to reach that conclusion. LEMMA 5.2. Let µ be a return for ω ∈ P n with host interval I m,k and p its binding period. Then, if µ ≤ n is the next return after µ and q = µ − µ − p − 1, we have:
Then, from Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.3, we get
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Furthermore, if µ is an essential return then part (b) is a consequence of
Remark 5.3. It follows from the preceding lemma and the induction hypothesis (FA) n that if µ is a return time for ω ∈ P n then
On returns we prove that |ξ µ (ω)| is very large when compared with |U [αn] | which is an important ingredient to estimate exclusions due to the (BA) n condition.
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose n is a return time for ω ∈ P n−1 . Then
Proof. Take the greatest µ ≤ n − 1 satisfying ω µ = ω. Then ξ µ (ω) contains some host interval I m,k by construction. If we suppose that µ is an escape time, that is, |m| = − 1, then, from Lemma 5.1, |ξ n (ω)| ≥ e −ρ ≥ e −αn/2 if n is large enough. Otherwise, due to the (BA) n condition, |αn − 1| ≥ |m| ≥ . Let µ 0 = µ, µ s+1 = n and (µ i ) i=1,...,s the returns of ω after µ. Then, from Lemma 5.2, we have
There exists a constant C depending only on α such that if ω ∈ P n−1 and n is a return time for ω then for all a, b ∈ ω we have
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 it is suffices to prove the left inequality. Denote by µ i , i = 1, . . . , s, the returns of ω up to time n with corresponding bound periods of length p i , host intervals I m 1 ,k 1 , . . . , I m s ,k s and σ 
We have
Hence, it is sufficient to show that
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Let us write a j = f 
For estimating S j on return times, we assume that j = µ i for some i = 1, . . . , s. 
We group the remaining terms of S j taking into account the bound periods and free times. One considers the partial sums for i = 0, . . . , s − 1, 
From Lemma 4.5 there exists t j ∈ ω such that
where the last inequality is due to the fact that j is a free time. Therefore, since j is a free time (and then |f b (b j )| ≥ Mδ 2 ), we have
Hence, there exists a positive constantC 0 such that 
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Hence |a j − b j | ≥ |a − b| and we have the same bound for S j as given in (26) . We write
From the definition of bound period we have
Moreover, as |f b (b j )| ≥ M|b j − b| 2 and
In order to bound the other factor in (27), we use Lemma 4.5 to get, for some t ∈ ω,
There exists x ∈ U + m such that
From local forms (1) and (2), we have
Thus, for θ ≤ 0, we have
whenever θ is sufficiently small. Since µ i is a return time for ω, b µ i and t µ i belong to the same host interval I m i ,k . The distance from I m i ,k to ω is greater than e −m+1 and less than e −m + |ω|. Hence, there is a positive constant A such that
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Thus, from (28) and (30) we have
Therefore, from using (29) and (31) we obtain
Since f t (t µ i ) and f b (x) are far from the perturbation region, we conclude that there is a positive constant A 0 such that
Hence,
for some positive constant c b .
Thus, there exists a positive constant C, such that 
and the proof of Proposition 5.5 is complete. 2
Estimating parameter exclusions
Recall that n is the set of the remaining parameters at stage n. Let us write n+1 for the set of parameters just obtained by imposing the (BA) n condition to n as described before. Since we construct n+1 from n+1 by imposing the (FA) n condition, all that remains to be proved is that Leb( n+1 \ n+1 ) decreases exponentially fast with n. We use a large deviation argument that can be carried out exactly in the same way as in [2, 3, 13] as soon as we have some basic results. Among these facts, we have already established estimates for the growth of |ξ n (ω)| between returns (see Lemma 5.2). Now we turn our attention to the frequency of returns. This is motivated by the following considerations. The assumption (FA) n is related to the amount of time the orbits remain inside free periods. Good trajectories are those that spend a small proportion of time recovering losses of derivative. Among the iterates which contribute with real expansion, we have those pieces of orbits which are escape periods, that is to say, those iterates between successive escape times. In order to estimate the total amount of time spent in escape periods, we need to estimate the expected time between escape situations. This can be carried out if we can relate the length of orbit between successive returns to the distance of a return to the critical point. This is the content of the next lemma. Therefore,
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Now, observe that we have a natural bound
By taking sufficiently large we can suppose m deg(f ) (m ≥ ). Taking logarithms above, we get
Furthermore, since we have c > 1/30, then,
But, from Proposition 4.3, we have
Therefore, from (32),
After this result we can follow the same standard large deviation arguments presented in [3] and finally get
for some fixed > 0. Finally we get the following result. Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of (33) and Lemma 6.1, taking into account that exclusions on 0 may occur only after N iterates (recall that N 1). So we can assume that 0 = · · · = N and n ≥ N in the two preceding lemmas. 
Proof. Let θ < 0 and a ∈ θ be fixed and write f = f a,θ . Given x ∈ S 1 we put x 0 = x and x j = f (x j −1 ), for all j ≥ 1. Let us introduce the following notation:
|f (x j )|.
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Proof. When θ = 0 we have D n (a) = 0 for all n ≥ 0. In this case, we are interested in estimating
From (36) and estimates we carried out in the proof of the previous proposition, we only have to worry about the terms D n k (x). We put, for a positive constant C ≤ 100,
Let X = n≥1 k≥n X k be the set of points whose orbits fail to satisfy the condition |f j (x) − a| ≥ e −Cβj only a finite number of times. Clearly, X contains all periodic points. From (2), for every x ∈ X we have |f (x)| ≥ e −2Cβj for every j ≥ k.
we realize that, if x is not a pre-image of the critical point and
for all returns n k occurring after an iterate L = L(x), then we will have
If β is taken sufficiently small, e.g., β < 10 −4 , then λ inf (x) > 0.
In the sequel we only sketch the proof of why X has full measure since the arguments are substantially similar to those used in § §3, 4 and 5. Let us reconsider the partition of the phase space introduced in §3. At this time we write
Analogously to what was done for intervals of parameters (see §4) we proceed by considering for each ω ∈ P 0 its iterates f n (ω). Then we define inductively a sequence of partitions (P n ) n obtained as successive refinements of P 0 using an analogous algorithm like that described in that section, although in this context we do not need to perform any exclusions. Adapting results presented in §5 (namely Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4) it is straightforward to prove that up to time n points in the same element ω ∈ P n have almost indistinguishable orbits and the derivatives along these orbits are comparable up to a constant C 1 (bounded distortion). Now fix k ∈ N (large). Given n ≥ k we define
Non-periodic bifurcations of one-dimensional maps 489 critical point, for n large enough, the set of parameters B n such that the critical orbit never goes into I n has zero measure. Therefore, the set of parameters in 0 such that the critical orbit is pre-periodic is contained in the countable union of the sets B n and has zero measure (recall that if an orbit is non-wandering then it cannot be pre-periodic). This proves part (2) and concludes the proof of Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem B (invariant measures)
From now on we fix θ ≤ 0 and a parameter a ∈ θ . We are going to show how to construct an invariant and absolutely continuous measure for such a map. For simplicity we consider f = f a,θ .
We follow the strategy of inducing Lebesgue measures in small pieces of our phase space. Taking into account how much of this subject is classical, we restrict ourselves to stating the realm of conditions which yield a point where getting such a measure is a matter of applying very well-known arguments present in, e.g., [4] .
First of all, let us reintroduce some terminology and notation in a slightly different way. We begin with a sequence of partitions in the phase space which will be denoted by (Q n ) n and which resembles very closely the partition (P n ) n in the parameter space introduced in §3. We define
where I m,k is defined in exactly the same way as in §3. Successive refinements on Q 0 will be made by taking into account the dynamic of f . Let λ denote the Lebesgue measure normalized in U and consider the pull-back of λ given by f
We define
For each n we have that µ n is a finite measure, absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue. Putting µ as any limit point of this sequence in the weak*-topology, it is easy to see that such a measure is invariant under f . In order to establish that µ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we follow the strategy in [4] : analyzing (41) we divide the dynamics of each ω taking into account the concepts of returns, bound periods and free iterates. We consider four sequences of measures (X n ), (Y n ), (Z n ) and (W n ) such that
The proof then relies on the statement that these four measures are uniformly bounded in L 1 -norm. To accomplish this we need two main results. The first one is a complete control of the distortion while iterating the intervals ω (Lemma 1.5 in [4] ). Its contents are presented in the next lemma.
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V. Horita et al LEMMA 9.1. Let ω be an interval on S 1 whose points have the same dynamical evolution up to time n: the same returns, host intervals, and bound and free periods. Then we have (f n ) (x) (f n ) (y) ≤ C for some constant C independent of n and ω.
The proof of this lemma relies on the same estimates we have already established in the preceding sections and so we will omit it. (See Lemma 5.1 and [4] .)
The second auxiliary result we need is also classical and can be stated as follows: the probability of an orbit to avoid a fixed region around the criticality decreases exponentially fast. More precisely, we have the next lemma. By the implicit function theorem there exists a functionā(θ) such that for all θ close to −1 we have H (ā(θ), θ) = 0. It is not difficult to see that we can extendā(θ) for every θ ≤ 0. Moreover, the elements of this family are unique with this property in a neighborhood of a(θ). This proves the lemma. 2
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Proof of Theorem C. Given (f a,θ ) a,θ ∈ U by Lemma 10.1 we can reparametrize the family in such a way that, for someā, fā ,θ (ā) = pā ,θ , for every θ ≤ 0. Clearly, fā ,θ is uniformly expanding for all θ < 0. By construction, the orbit of a k = a k (θ ) has a unique iterate inside the perturbation region I 0 , where the derivative of f a k ,θ decreases with θ , and k − 1 iterates outside I 0 where its derivative is almost the same for all θ . Then, for someθ(a k ) sufficiently small, a k is a periodic sink for f a k ,θ . Fixing that a k , the family (f a k ,θ ) θ starts inside the set of uniformly expanding maps and crosses the boundary of this set in some θ <θ . This proves Theorem C.
2
